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   TThe rise of temperature at the gas-liquid interface due to heat generation and the

relevant enhancement factor･for the absorption rate are analysed for gas absorption

accompanied by an instantaneous irreverslble reaction and a first order irreversible

reaction based on the film theory, allowing for the temperature dependence of the gas

solubMty, diffUsivities of the relevant speeies and the reaction rate constant. flien, the

analytical exact or apptoximate solutions for them are presented.

                            1. Introduction

   In the physical absorption of highly soluble gas and chemical absorption, the

temperature of the liquid phase, especially near the gas-liquid interface, rises due to the

heat generation caused by the heat of solution and the heat of reaction. Consequently

the physico-chefhical properties, such as the gas solubility, diffusivity and reaction rate

constant may vary essentiaily, affecting the gas absorption rate. The irnportance of such

non-isothermal effects has been demonstrated for many systemsi-i2), 'lhus, these

effects on the absorption rate must be understood fbr reasonably designing industrial

absorbers and gas-liquid reactors accompanied by a considerable evolution of heat.

    In our previous papersi3'i4), the penetration theory solutions for both the interfac,e

temperature rise and the enhancement factor to be applicable over a wide range ofnon-

isothermal conditions, have been developed for the various absorption schemes, such as

physical absorption, and absorption with an instantaneous irreversible reaction and a

first order irreversible reaction, assuming the reasonable temperature dependence of the

physico-chemical properties. Analytical results have been cQmpared with those for the

corresponding Mm theory solutions in view of analogy with some system behavior, but

without referring to the Mm theory analysis in detail. In this paper, the Mm theory

solutions for both reaction schemes are described as a supplement to the previous

work14).

                            2. Assumptions

   The temperature dependence of the physico-chemical properties, such as the gas

solubility Ai, liquid phase diffusivities DA and DB of a solute gas and a reactant, respec-

tively, and the reaction rate constant k may be reasonably represented over a wide range

of temperature by the fbllowing expressioni4) :

 *

**

                                                              i
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      e=eo (1+e)e (e =Ai, DA,DB and k) (1)
where

      e"(T- Tb )/ Tb, e=E7R 7b (2)
Any other property than Ai, DA, DB and'k is assumgd constant, independently of
temperature. Moreover, the same assumptions as in the previous paperi4) have been

made in this analysis.

                3. lnstantaneouslrreversibleReaction

3.1. Rigoroussolutions

   Let us consider the case where the solute gas A dissolves into a liquid and then

reacts irreversibly and instantaneously with the reactant B, which is already present in

the liquid phase, according to the following reaction:

Basic differential equations and the relevant boundary conditions for the diffusions of

speciesA andB, and of heat are given by:

For region I (O <x <x')

     ･I& [(1+e)eDA ge]=O . ' (3)

      d2e

      dx2

For region ll (x'<x<rp

     -lill;[(1+e)eDBtqt]=o ' (s)
            '
      d2e

      dx2,

     x=o;a= (1 +ei)es, e'=oi,

      -XTb kt = -DA,Ai, (1 +ei)eDA (-AHls) g; . (7)

                             '                               '     x=x';a=o, b=o, e=eL

     -XTb (+/ )K =-X7b (.g£ )I -DAo.Aio(1 +e')eDA (-AHIR)+/ ,''

                                    '                                   '
     "AoAio' (i+e')eon 2:=DB,oBo (i+et)eDB g2 '(s)



where
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x=xlf; b=1,e=O

a =AIL4io , b =BIBo

(9)

(1O)
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Subscripts I and II refer to the values when x approaches x' from region Iand from

region II,'respectively. In a few of the previous studies9'i2), the Mm thickness for mass

transfer has been taken to be different from that for heat transfer in view of the bound-

ary layer concept, but equal Mm thickness is assumed here fbr comparison of the pre-

sent analytical results with the Danckwerts analysisi5). The solutions of Eqs.(3) - (6)

are given by:

For regionl (O <x<x') . .
     .- (1 +ei)eS [ {" +ei -(ei-e') f,･} i-eDA -(1 +e')i-eDA ] (n)

                (1 + ei)1-eDA -(1 +et)1-eon

     e=(e'-ei) ", +ei (12)
For region ll (x' <x <xlte)

     b.!tlt-fzz2i2!iZ-!llE2e:-g-±-e-2:fille-+e".f･d.l]1eDB (1+e)1eDB (13)

1 - (1 +e')1-eDB

e=
e' (xf-x)

Xlf-x
' (14)

Applying boundary conditions, Eqs. (7) and (8), one obtains the following expressions

representing the interface temperature rise ei, the location x' of the reaction plane and

the temperature rise e ' at the reaction plane :

(1+ei)i-eDA + L3P,1 (1+ei)eS (eDA - 1)

              '.[1 - Wrq (eDBti{zi) (P +1) ] (eDA-i)/(eDB-o

                             '
xt

                 .

(15)

xr
1+

e' rq eDB
-,1 (1+ei)1-eDA-(1+e,)1-eDA

(16)

e'=[1 -

e '-ei (1 +ei)es eDA `- 1

W,zz (eDB - 1) (P+ 1)

1-(1+e,)1=eDB

RLe
]1/(1 reDB) - 1 (17)

where
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      LefaPAo, P=AHs/ZV7R,q=BolLtt4ie,r=DBo7T)Ao, '

      W=avlio(-AH]s)/XTb (18)
The absorption rate of the solute gas A is:

                                                      '     lvLA =-DAoAio (1+ei)eDA (kt )..o ' (lg)

                '
      -. DAoAio (eDA - 1) (e ' -ei) (1 + ei)es

        x' [ (1 + ei)1'eDA - (1 + e ,)1-eDA ]

Defining the enhancement factor P as the absorption rate with heat effects relative to

the isothermal physical absorption rate evaluated at the liquid bulk temperature, one

obtains:

                      '      P= D. illtllil,,i xif (2o

                e'       Le
      =-Iil (ei-p+1) ･ (22)
   Especially for q = O, Eqs. (15) and (22) simpury to yield the solutions for physical

absorption:

      (i+ei)i-eDA + ill,T (i+ei)es (eDA -i) ii ･ (23)

3.2. Resultsanddiscussion

   Some of results calculated for instantaneous irreyersible reaction are shown in

Figs. 1-3. The broken lines for the interface temperature rise represent the solutions

based on the ordinary Danckwerts model (ODM)i5), in which the physical properties

are evaluated at liquid bulk temperature; '

         '      eoD,i=ill,;- [i+(i+ l;-)ng] . (2s)

while the broken lines for the enhancement factor present the isothermal enhancement

factor given by:i6)

   In Fig. 2, the ei-1ines for -es =eDA = 5 and -es =eDA=30, which fal1 between the

1ines for es = -5 and eDA = 30 and for es = -30 and eDA =5, have been omitted fbr

clarity. As seen in Figs. 1 and 2, the interfade temperature rise ei and the relevant en-
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interface temperature tise ei and enhancement factor B for the instanta-

neous irreversible reaction,

   Rigorous s61utions, Eqs. (15), (17) and (22).

----- ODM solutions, Eq. (25) for eb and isothermal enhancement
   factor, Eq. (26) for p.
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      Fig. 2 interface temperature rise ei and enhancement factorPfor the instanta-

            neous irreversible reaction.

            Lines same as in Fig 1. ,

hancement factor B depend greatly on eDB and to a little extent on es and eDA . This

behavior might be explained by the fact that the reaction plane approaches the gas-

liquid interface with an increase of n7, so that the diffusion of the reactant B to the

interface becQmes rate-determining. Thus, the departures of the rigorous solutions for

ei from the ODM solution and for B from the isothermal enhancement factor increase

with an increase of eDB. The effects ofP and WILe on the interface temperature rise

ei are always substantial, but their effects on the enhancement factor 6 depend on the

enB values and become 1arge with an increase of eDB. The effect ofP for eDB =30 is

shown in Fig. 3. It can be seen that the rigorous solutions for ei and B approach the

ODM solution and isothermal enhancement factor, respectively with an increase ofR
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                 4. FirstOrderlrreversibleReaction

4.1. Approximatesolutions

   Let us consider the case in which the dissolved gasA reacts irreversibly according to

the following reaction seheme:

                                            ...                                    '
This reaction is assumed to be first order with respect to the solute gasA, although the

extension to a m-th order reaction might be done straightforwardly using the Hikita-

Asai approxirnationi7).

The appropriate differential equations are:

           tt      DA, dd. [.(1+e)eDA g". ]=k, (1 +e)eR. - (27)

                               tt                         tt                             '                                    '      x7b 21e,'=-k,Ai,(i+e)eR (-zwR)a ,'' (2s)
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with t･he boundary conditions

      x=o; a=o +ei)eS, e=ei

         -x7b gS =-D.,A,, (1 +e,)eon'(-AHs) g:

x= eqf; a=o, e=o

(29)

(30)
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   The two sides of Eq.(27) are now multipliedby -AHRAioand then added respec-

tively to those of Eq. (28) to eliminate the reaction term.

This yields thg fbllowing equation:

      dd. [PA,Ai, (1+e)eon (-AHk)+/ +X7b g£ =o ' (31)

Integrating Eq.(31) twice with respect to x under the boundary conditions, Eqs.(29)

and (30), and using the expre'ssion for the absorption rate IVL4 , Eq. (19) re'sults in:

DAoAio (-AHzfe) (1 + ei)eS + X7b

1 - eDA
[ (1 +ei)i-eDA " 1]

      =-IVL4(AHR+AHls) tXf dX ,･ (32)
       , 'J,e (1+e)eDA .
          '
The right hand side of this equation is not yet ready for evaluation, since the functional

relation .between e and x is unkn6wn. The approximate solution, which may be re-

garded as a substantially rigorous solution, can be obtained on the assumption that e

varies 1inearly with respect to x, as described in the previous paperi4). The temperature

prorne in the liquid film for this model can be written as:

e=eia- X )
        xf

(33)

The substitution of Eq.(33) in Eq.(32) and subsequent integration lead to the following

expression for the enhancement factor, which is defined by Eq. (21):

      B .- ei[(eDA-1)(1+ei)eS+LeP{1-(1+ei)i-eLta } /W ] (34)

                  (P + 1) [1 - (1 + ei)i-eDA ]

On the other hand, the substitution of Eq.(33) in Eq.(27) and integration with the

relevant boundary conditions provide the concentration of the dissolved'gasA in terms

of the,modified Bessel function of the firs. t kind:

a =(1 + ei) (2 eS+eDA TI )t2 [1 + ei (1 - X ) ](1 -eDA )/ t

                           ig
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eR-(;DA+2

1+e,(1-e)}
tijl-(lpA'+i

5[¢2 { 1+ei(1- S)} 2 ] I.p(¢2 )-lb (¢2 V-p [ip2 { 2

X
                    b(¢i)Lp (¢2) "b(¢2) I-p (¢i)

                                                       (35)

where-'

      p= ,Rle-DAeD-A it2 , 7=x7fVD?lilAo

      ip,= 27iRl +-eiD)(iRi(2it))Ae'i2)1e , ¢2 = (eR -,ilili +2)ei (36)

Using the definitions of JNL4 and 6, from Eqs.(19) and (21), respectively, an additional

expression, which should be solved in corljunction with Eq, (34) to obtain the simul-

taneous solutions for ei and P, becomes:

For eDA < 1

      6-(i+e,)qop'7iiili,1¢,i;-';P,tip,t'i,i-i,-ti?l',Pbi,¢;,' (37)

For eDA >1

      6=(i+ei)eof7b'b'((¢¢i,))ii--P,((¢¢2,))--ii--ip,'i$,()¢t)(lot,()¢2) (38)

where '

               1
      eof=es +7(eDA +eR) (39)
Here, eegff is the dimensionless effective activation energy of the isothermal limiting

absorption rate with 7 >> 1 :i8)

      iVL4,is =Aio Vj}Io;b75Ao (4o)
   Next, we consider another approximate solution using the modfied Danckwerts
model (MDM) defined in our previous paperi4). In this model, the temperature-depend-

ent properties are evaluated at the interface temperature ei. The MDM solutions for ei

and B can be obtained from both the interface temperature rise on the basis of the

ODMi5) and the isothermal enhancement factori8) ･

]

t
l

eoD ,i = LW, [ (1 +. ;; ) 7 coth (7) - l; ]

Brs : 'y co th (･)r)

(41)

(42)
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by substituting Le (1 + emo,i)-eDA , l3nfD (1 + emo,i) -reS'{iDA)' ,

7 (1 + emo,i)(ER-fpA)fii and W (1 + emo,i)eS for Le, i3is, 7 and W,

respectively to finaily yield:
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emo,i
w

Le

(i + eMD,i)fpA'ts [ (i + ;: ) (i + emo,i)<ER-9)A)/2

PMD

  × 7coth {7(i +'emo,i)(Cie-fpA)t2 } - lt]

= (1 + emo,i)qefr 7 coth [ 7 (1 + emo,i)(CR-CDA )12 ]

･(43)

(44)

4.2. Results and discussion

   Some Mustrative results are shown in Figs. 4 and 5. The calculations were per-

formed for the fbllowing combinations of e values:

eegr=25 (es "-5,eR =30, eDA =30), eojff=1O(es =-1O, eR =30, eon =1O;

es =-1O, eR "20, eDA =20), eefve=O (es =-10, eR =15, eDA ･'"5; es =-20,

eR =30, eDA =1O; es =-5, eR =5, eDA =5;es =-30, eR =30, eDA =30),
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                                    'interface temperature rise ei and enhancement factor 3 for･'the first

order irreversible reagtion,
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     order iireversible reaction.

     Lines same as in Fig. 4.

      tO 60
 y
ei and enhancement factor p for the first

eefr =-1O (es = -20, eR = 1O, eDA = 10; es = -20, eR = 15, eDA = 5), and

eejr=-25 (es =-30, eR =5, eDA =5)

The calculated results show no appreciable difference in both ei and B for any combina-

tion of e values, as long as the eefr remains constant. Further, ei and B for eeJff =O agree

well with the temperature rise based on the ODM, Eq. (41) and the isothermal enhance-

ment factor, Eq. (42),. respectively. It 'may be noted that ei always increases with a

decrease of P and an increase of WILe fbr given values of eefr, whereas the relevant

enhancement factor 6 behaves in the same manner as ei only for eojff > O and conversely

for e,ijfve < O. Such behavior ofB might be explained by two counteracting effects due to

temperature, the increase of diffusivity and reaction,rate constant and the decrease of

s'olubility, with temperature rise. The broken lines in these figures represent the MDM

solutions, Eqs. (43) and (44). It may be seen that the MDM solutions, which are much

easier to use, are also applicable with reasonable accuracy, except for the case oflarge

values of WILe (= DAoAro (-ZVI,)/X7b), which represents a rneasure of heat generation

rate concerned with the dissolution of gas ･relative to the rate of heat conduction.

   The satisfactory agreement between these two solutions, suggests that the interface

temperature rise and enhancement factor are insensitive to the assumption of the

temperature proMe in the liquid film. This is because the diffusion depth xlf ofheat is

much greater than that of the dissolved gas which is confined near the interface for
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7 >i> 1. In fact, the MDM is not justified for the film theory solutions of physical

absorption and of instantaneous irreverstble chemical absorption, where either the

dissolved gas A or reactant B exists throughout the liquid Mm with'significant variation

oftemperature.

                          5. Concltisions''

   The following conclusions can be,made from the present analysis:

1. The interface temperature rise ei and relevant enhancement factorP depend greatly

   on eDB and to a little extent on es and eDA for an instantapeous irreversible reac-

   tion, while they depend on es + (eDA + eR)12'(= e,tr), and not on the individual

   values of es, eD,4 and eR for a fust oTder irreversible reaction.

2. The interface temperature rise ei always increases with a decrease ofP (= ZV7s/

   ZVIR) and an increase of WILe (= DAoAio (-AHs)1,X7k)) when other conditions

   remain unchanged, whereas the relevant enhanceMent factor B behaves in the same

   manner as ei for eefy, > O and conversely for eq)ff < O.

3. The modified Danckwerts model (MDM), in which the physicochemical properties

   are evaluated at the interface temperature, is effective for obtaining the aPproxi-

   mate solutions of ei and 6 fbr a first (possibly m-th) order irreversible reaction, and

   not for an instantaneous irreversible reaction, in contrast with the penetration

   theory analysis where MDM is applicable for any reaction schemei4).
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                    Nomenclature

concentration of dissolved gas, mollm3

physical solubihty of gas, mol/m3

diinensionless concentration of dissolved gas, Alt4 io , -

concentration of reactant, mol/m3

dimensionless concentration of reactant, Bl]lo , -

specific heat of liquid, J/(kg･K)

diffusivity, m2 /s

activation energy, J/mol

reaction rate constant, 1/s .
Lewis number, aPAo, -
absorption rate, mol/(m2 ･s) '

AHs/AHR,-
parameter defined by Eq. (36), -

ternperature-dependent property (Ai, DA , DB and k)

concentration ratio, Bo/zat4io , -

gas constant, J/(mol･K)

diffUsivity ratio, DBo/DAo, -

thermodynamic temperature, K

distance from interface into liquid, m

effective ftlm thickness, m

Green symbols

a : thermal diffu sivity, XlpC?, , m2 /s
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p:
7:
AHR:
zvis:

   .e

e.

x

v

p

.

:

:

:

¢1, ip2 :

w:

,enhancement factor, -
dimensionless parameter,.xfVjEio7ii[ilPAo , -

enthalpy change due to reaction, J/mol

enthalpy change due to reaction, Jlmol

activation energy group, E7R 7k} , -

dimensionless temperature rise, ( TL- 7b)/7b , -

thermal conductivity of liquid, W/(m･K)

number of moles of reactant B reacting with one mole of dissolved gas A , -

liquid density, kglm3

variables defined by Eq. (36), -

aulio (-AHI,)/XTb , -

Subseripts

A
B
D
wf
i

rs

MD
on
R
s
o

:

:

:

:

:

:

dissolved gas

reactant

diffusion

effective value

gas-liquid interface

isothermal condition

modified Danckwerts model

ordinary Danckwerts model

reaction

solution

liquid bulk condition

Superscript

t- : reactionplane

 1)

 2)

 3)

4)

5)

6)

 7)

 8)

9
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13)

14)

15)

16)
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